ABSTRACT In this paper, we study a cooperative network-coding (NC) media-access control for the twoway two-hop relay network specified with several helpers besides a default relay node. The idle helpers can help forward relay packets. The considered protocol focuses on the channel-based time-division multiple access (TDMA) principle and is called a two-way network-coding-based cooperative relaying TDMA (TW-NCCR) protocol. As the main contribution, we analytically derive the throughput performance of TW-NCCR, and further verify it by simulation. Then, we compare it with a two-way cooperative relaying TDMA (TW-CR) protocol, which is the counterpart of TW-NCCR but applies no network coding. Both the theoretical analysis and simulation results demonstrate that TW-NCCR provides superior throughput performance compared with TW-CR, especially when the two-way relay network is symmetric. On the other hand, no matter how weak they are, helpers are able to improve the performance of asymmetric networks using TW-NCCR, especially when the non-reciprocation packet generation rate of the relay node is small.
Physical layer study on cooperative communication assumes that the multiple nodes including source node, destination node and relay nodes are perfectly coordinated. In other words, physical layer cooperative communication knows when to cooperate and whom to cooperate a priori. So in order to fully harvest the performance gain predicted by physical layer study, a well-designed MAC protocol is needed to coordinate the nodes. As in traditional MAC design, cooperative MAC protocols can be classified into two categories, contention-based protocol and channel-based protocol.
Contention-based protocols are designed for small-scale networks with mobile devices transmitting short data frames. In [9] and [10] , a 802.11-compatible CoopMAC is proposed, and it achieves higher throughput even though the demanding of overheads to coordinate the relay nodes. Moreover, Cooperative Aloha in [11] is proved to gain 30% higher throughput than traditional slotted Aloha system [12] . Other contentionbased cooperative MAC protocols include Distributed Cooperative MAC [13] , [14] , and Adaptive Distributed Cooperative MAC [15] . As for contention-based cooperative MAC protocols, a quite comprehensive survey is given in [16] .
Channel-based cooperative MAC is more suitable for a large network with highly-packed mobile nodes and long data frames. One typical channel-based cooperative MAC scheme is the TDMA-based scheme, like cooperative TDMA MAC (C-TDMA) [17] and cooperative relaying TDMA MAC (CR-TDMA) [18] . Cooperative TDMA MAC (C-TDMA) is designed for a multiple-access network in which there are N nodes, each node has information to upload to access point (AP) at its assigned time slot. At all time, every node overhears and saves the data frame transmitted from neighbor nodes, then at its assigned time slot it forwards the overheard data frame if it has no self-information to deliver. CR-TDMA is tailored for a multi-hop relay network, in which besides the default relay node there are a few helpers, which can help forwarding packets if they are idle. The throughput performance of CR-TDMA is analyzed in [18] . Lately, an enhanced CR-TDMA, namely opportunistic CR-TDMA (OCR-TDMA), is proposed to take better use of the potential helpers resulting in higher throughput performance [19] .
For more detailed survey on contention-based and channelbased cooperative MAC, one is referred to the newly published tutorial paper [20] .
B. COOPERATIVE NC MAC
Besides Cooperative Communication, Network Coding (NC) is also a promising technique to increase the throughput of wireless networks. Combining both techniques could help achieving even higher throughput. Similarly a careful designed coordination algorithm, i.e., cooperative NC MAC, is needed to reap the throughput gain.
In literature, several contention-based cooperative NC MAC have been proposed, like NCAC-MAC [21] , NCCARQ-MAC [22] , [23] , ACNC-MAC [24] . In NCAC-MAC [21] , a 802.11 CSMA-based relay retransmission process is proposed for one-way single-hop relay networks, combined with a network-coding-aware relay selection scheme. Reference [22] proposes NCCARQ-MAC, a CSMA-based cooperative NC MAC scheme designed for bidirectional multi-relay networks, in which random backoff counting is applied to select a relay from a group of helpers. In [23] , NCCARQ-MAC is further investigated in terms of throughput and energy efficiency when considering the correlation between neighboring wireless links. In [24] , ACNC-MAC is proposed for a outband D2D network linked via WiFi, in which the data exchange of a pair of UEs is aided by a group of neighboring idle UEs.
On the other hand, channel-based cooperative NC MAC also have been studied widely. In [25] , a two-way network with a single relay and a direct link is coordinated by a C-NC-ARQ table. Considering TDMA coordination, Reference [26] studies the achievable rate of a multi-session multi-relay network using network coding from information theory perspective, instead of throughput analysis. In twoway MAC-NC protocol [27] , it considers a relay node with finite buffer, and needs signalling messages from the relay node to coordinate the dynamic allocation of time slots for source nodes. The protocol does not consider idle helpers.
C. CONTRIBUTIONS OF THIS WORK
To our best knowledge, the throughput of channel-based cooperative NC MAC has not been well studied. In this paper, we intend to fill the gap. In specific, we study a TDMA-based cooperative NC MAC, and its name is two-way networkcoding-based CR-TDMA (TW-NCCR). We focus on the twoway relay network in which each node is featured with finite buffer length. We first analytically derive the throughput performance of TW-NCCR, and verify it by Monte Carlo simulation. Then we compare it with TW-CR [28] , a twoway cooperative MAC without network coding, comprehensively. Both the theoretical analysis and simulation results demonstrate that TW-NCCR provides superior throughput performance compared with TW-CR.
Our contributions are
• to numerically analyze the throughput of TW-NCCR TDMA MAC,
• to investigate how the number of helpers, and the asymmetric structure of the two-way two-hop networks influence on the throughput performance,
• to investigate the impact of buffer length on throughput by simulation. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the two-way two-hop relay network system model. In Section III we describe the TW-NCCR protocol and analyze its throughput performance. Then, Section V presents the simulation and numerical results of TW-NCCR and TW-CR, and the discussion on them. Finally, the conclusion is given in Section V.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
As pictured in Fig. 1 , we consider a multiple access network in which there are a group of N h + 2 UE nodes, denoted as S, D, and H i , i ∈ {1, · · · , N h }. All UE nodes communicate with the relay node R to upload data. Each node has a single antenna working in half-duplex mode, and has finite transmission range. We assume that the data of S uploaded to R are targeted to D, and vice versa, but there is no direct link between S and D. So S ↔ R ↔ D also forms a two-way twohop relay channel. We assume that H i s are the nodes which are geographically located between S and D, so they able to overhear the transmission from both S and D. To distinguish H i from S and D, we also name S and D as source nodes, and name H i s as helper nodes.
The multiple access relaying transmission is coordinated by the TDMA-based MAC scheme. As shown in Fig. 2 , each time frame contains N h + 3 time slots, each node is assigned one time slot. A node transmits the first packet of its buffer during its assigned time slot. Besides the time for packet transmission, each time slot reserves a tiny time for echoing acknowledgement (ACK). In this paper, it is assumed that the transmission of all ACKs is error-free. By default, each packet contains N BPSK-modulated bits. To be simplify, channel coding is not considered here.
Let the transmission powers from {S, D}, R and {H i } be E, E r and E h , respectively. Let the channel coefficient of the link from the node i to the node j be h ji , which follows Rayleigh fading. Then, the link has the received signal-tonoise ratio (SNR) γ ji = |h ji | 2 E i /N 0 , where N 0 represents the power of additive white gaussian noise (AWGN) [29] .
Accordingly, The average bit error rate (BER) of the link from the node i to the node j is p ji = 0.5(1 − γ ji /(1 +γ ji )), whereγ ji = E[|h ji | 2 ]E i /N 0 is the average received SNR. So, the successful probability of transmitting a packet from the node i to the node j is P suc,ji = (1 − p ji ) N , then the failure probability is P er,ji = 1 − P suc,ji .
In this paper, we assume that each node has the same buffer size of L packets. Since S and D are interested in each other's content like in [24] , it is reasonable to assume that S/D has no empty buffer, moreover all buffered packets are addressed to its counterpart D/S. The relay R not only forwards packets from S and D, but also forwards data imported from H i . The packets from S and D are named as relay packets. By contrast, these packets from H i are called as non-reciprocation packets, which are reached at R with the rate of σ nr packets per time slot. Here we assume that σ nr < 1.
The successful probability of delivering a non-reciprocation packet from R is denoted as P suc non ,↑r . All buffers follow the rule of first-in and first-out (FIFO). We also assume that the probability that a helper H i has empty buffer is identical and independent, and denoted as P idle .
III. TWO-WAY NC-BASED COOPERATIVE RELAYING (TW-NCCR)
Among the multiple access relaying network, we focus on designing cooperative schemes which optimize the throughput of the two-way two-hop relaying part, i.e., the relay channel S ↔ R ↔ D. In this paper, we study a new TDMA-based cooperative MAC scheme which combines the network coding technique with the C-TDMA scheme [17] , and is called as two-way NC-based cooperative relaying (TW-NCCR). We first introduce the algorithm of this MAC scheme, and then elaborate the throughput analysis.
A. PROTOCOL INTRODUCTION
For each time frame, the TW-NCCR scheme takes the following operations.
1) STEP ONE
During the first time slot of a time frame, the source node S transmits the packet s k from its buffer, where k is the packet index. If R can decode the packet successfully and has notfull buffer, it sends back an ACK message and saves s k at its buffer. Otherwise it echoes back a NACK message. Note that the transmission of the ACK/NACK message is error-free. Once receiving the ACK message, node S deletes s k from its buffer, and then pushes s k+1 to the first position of the buffer. Meanwhile helpers can overhear the transmission of s k . In TW-NCCR, a helper H i can buffer the packet s k only if it meets the following conditions:
i) H i decodes the packet successfully, ii) H i has empty buffer, and iii) The relay R echoes a ACK message. Let Buffer i be the set of packets in node H i 's buffer. Then Buffer i = ∅ represents that node H i 's buffer is empty. At the beginning of each time frame, a help which has an empty buffer is called as active helper. Define H {H i : Buffer H i = ∅, i ∈ {1, ..., N h }} be the set of all active helpers. So, the second condition can be written as H i ∈ H. Furthermore, the third condition indicates that the helper H i buffers the overheard packet s k if only if R also buffers s k . The rationale of this condition is that because the default routing path is S ↔ R ↔ D, the conventional MAC principle requires S to receive the ACK of the current packet from R before it can prepare its next packet [31] .
2) STEP TWO
The second time slot is assigned to D. During this time slot, D broadcasts from its buffer the first packet d j . The relay node R repeats the same receiving process as in the first time slot. Similarly, a helper H i buffers the packet d j if it meets the following three conditions:
3) The relay R echoes an ACK message for d j . So, by the end of the second time slots, some helpers in H may buffer both s k and d j . To be simple, we suppose that the helpers of H generate zero non-reciprocation packet during these two time slots.
In TW-NCCR, the relay node and the helpers, if buffering both s k and d j , compress them into one packet by using network coding such as XOR operation [32] . So, the new packets added to the buffers of R and H i have four possibilities, that is, a non-reciprocation packet, the relay packet s k , the relay packet d j , or the XOR relay packet s k ⊕ d j . VOLUME 6, 2018 3) STEP THREE During the third time slot, the relay node R transmits the first packet from it queuing buffer. The packet could be a non-reciprocation packet, or a packet s k from S, or a packet d j from D, or a network-coded relay packet s k ⊕ d j . If R forwards successfully a relay packet, such as s k or d j or s k ⊕ d j , every desired receiver returns an ACK. Note that in this MAC scheme since R can forwards two relay packets simultaneously in the form of network-coded packet, the time slot for R reserves two tiny time slots, one is for echoing s k and the other for d j . When detecting an ACK, R and the helpers that buffer the ACKed relay packet will remove the packet from their buffers.
4) STEP FOUR
The (i + 3)-th time slot is assigned for helper H i . During the time slot, the helper transmits from it queue the first packet, which could be s k , or d j or s k ⊕ d j , or a non-reciprocation packet. If a relay packet, such as s k or d j or s k ⊕ d j , is successfully transmitted, every desired receiver feedbacks an ACK. Once detecting an ACK, all nodes, including R and H i , remove the ACKed relay packet from their buffers. The time slot of H i also reverses two tiny time slots for ACK/NACK. Unlike the relay R, if a helper H i forwards a relay packet, it drops the packet no matter whether it is forwarded successfully or not.
B. THROUGHPUT ANALYSIS
We then analyze the throughput of TW-NCCR. Here, we only count the packet transmission due to source nodes S and D. To simplify analysis, we assume that every node has a buffer with infinite length. As in [28] , we also assume that R is assigned the (N h + 3)-th time slot, i.e., the last time slot of each frame. This assumption unchanges the generality of the derived results because the performance is not influenced by the location of the relay's time slot.
Similar to TW-CR, we apply the state of Markov model to depict the new packets added to the relay node's buffer over each frame. For each frame, if we only consider the buffering of relay packets at R, there are four cases, adding either none relay packet, or one relay packet from S, or one relay packet from D, or one XOR relay packet. These cases are indexed by i = 0, 1, 2, 3, respectively.
Then consider the buffering of non-reciprocation packets. Since there are N h + 3 time slots for each time frame, so the probability of i non-reciprocation packets are added to the buffer of R after one time frame is given by
where σ nr is the generation rate of non-reciprocation packet at R, and
is the probability mass function of the binomial distribution with parameters n and σ . 
1) INPUT PHASE
During the input phase, consisting of the first two time slots, we consider how many kinds of relay packets could be added to R. As mentioned previously, the buffered packet has four possibilities, i.e., no relay packet, one relay packet from S, one relay packet from D and one XOR relay packet. These four events are indexed as i = 0, 1, 2, 3, respectively. Accordingly, the input event i = 0 means that both S and D fail transmitting their packets to R; the input event i = 1 means that only S succeeds its transmission to R; i = 2 means that only D achieves the successful transmission, whereas i = 3 indicates that both S and D have successful transmissions to R. Let R(i) be the probability of event i happening at the input phase. Then
R(1) = P suc,rs P er,rd ,
R(2) = P er,rs P suc,rd ,
R(3) = P suc,rs P suc,rd .
Recall that if R can buffer both relay packets from S and D in TW-CR, it buffers the two relay packets at two buffer units, while in TW-NCCR it combines the two relay packets into one XOR relay packet with network coding, offering one buffer unit saving.
By the end of the input phase, the relay node allocates at most one buffer unit for a corresponding relay packet. Meanwhile, at the end of each frame, the new non-reciprocation packets could occupy at most N h + 3 packet units, which are assumed to be located right behind the relay packet unit, if any. If the top unit contains a relay packet, the relay packet has three possibilities, i.e., one relay packet from S, or one relay packet from D, or one XOR relay packet, as shown in Fig. 3 .
If the first unit is occupied by a non-reciprocation packet, then at the top of the buffer there are at most N h + 3 nonreciprocation packets which belong to the same time frame.
Hereinafter, we say the non-reciprocation packets which generated at the same time frame are associated.
2) HELP PHASE
During the cooperative transmission of the helpers, they can aid to remove no packet, one relay packet, or one XOR relay packet from the group of relay packets added to R at the input phase. In specific, the helpers in TW-NCCR may forward the relay packet from S, or the relay packet from D, or XOR relay packet from S and D, at its turn of helping.
Let H ji be the probability that the input event of R is i before the help phase and the event becomes j after the help phase. Unlike TW-CR, the uncertainty of forwarding from helpers complicates the derivation of H ji for TW-NCCR. In the following, we derive the transition matrices of the help phase in the way which is different with the one in TW-CR [28] .
We define the transition probability matrix depicting the event of R before and after the help phase as follows
First of all, it is clear that if i = 0, then the relay has no relay packet for the helpers to remove, so we have H 00 = 1, H 10 = 0, H 20 = 0, H 30 = 0. By similar analysis, we obtain H 21 = 0 and H 31 = 0. Probability H 01 characterizes the transition in which i helpers out of the N h helpers are idle, j out of the i idle helpers receive the relay packet from S during the input phase, and furthermore at least one of the j helpers can successfully forward the relay packet to D. So
Using similar derivation, we can get the closed-form expression for the rest H ji , which are detailed in Appendix A.
So the probability of R reaching the event i after the help phase, Q(i), is calculated as
where R(i) is the probability of the event state of R at the moment after the input phase but before the help phase, given by (2), (3), (4), and (5).
3) FORWARDING BY R
The first block of the relay node's buffer, which buffers the packets generated over the same frame, has N h + 6 states. In the 1st state, the top block contains only a relay packet from S. In the 2nd state, it contains a relay packet from D.
The case in which it buffers a XOR relay packet is the 3rd state. The case in which it buffers i − 3 associated nonreciprocation packets corresponds to the ith (i ≥ 4) state. Here, the case in which the relay's buffer is empty is not considered, because it happens only when the transmission from S and D to R is worse than the reverse transmission, but this is contradict with the assumption of reciprocal channels in our system model. Furthermore, the generation of nonreciprocation packets at R makes the empty buffer almost impossible.
For the state design, the corresponding transition probability matrices is given by (9) , as shown at the bottom of this page, where P ji is the state transition probability from state i to state j associated with the first block of the relay node's buffer.
Firstly, we calculate the transition probability from the initial state i ≥ 5 to the final state j. Similar to TW-CR, if the initial state i ≥ 5, the final state j can only be j = i, or i − 1. We can derive the transition probability
P ii = P er non ,↑r = 1 − P suc non ,↑r .
Then we consider the events with the initial state i = 1, 2, 3, 4. When the initial state i = 1, 2, 4, the transition probability is the same as in TW-CR, the detailed analysis and the closed-form expressions are give in Appendix B.
Afterwards we only need to analyze the initial state i = 3, that is the event that the first block buffers a XOR relay packet at R.
The event transition from i = 3 to j = 1 happens when R fails forwarding the relay packet from S but successes the one from D, or when R succeeds forwarding the XOR relay packet followed by the buffering of one relay packet from
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S at R during the next n-th time frame while no relay is generated over the intermediate n − 1 time frames. So,
. (12) where Q(i) is given by (8) . Similarly, we have the transition probability for i = 3, j = 2 given by P 23 = P er,dr P suc,sr +P suc,dr P suc,sr P nonR (0)Q(2) 1 − P nonR (0)Q(0)
. (13) The event transition from i = 3 to j = 3 happens when R fails forwarding the XOR relay packet to both S and D, or when R succeeds forwarding the XOR relay packet followed by the buffering of a XOR relay packet at R later, so the transition probability is
. (14) For the events of i = 3, j ≥ 4, referring to the derivation of (28), we can directly get
4) THROUGHPUT OF TW-NCCR
Denote the steady state probability vector associated with P as
Then, we can calculate the vector by solving the equation P r = r . Recall π r1 ,π r2 and π r3 are the steady probabilities of the states in which the first block of R's buffer occupied by a S relay packet, a D relay packet, and a XOR relay packet, respectively. We can derive the throughput contributed by R forwarding relay packets as P R = π r 1 P suc,dr + π r 2 P suc,sr + π r 3 (2P suc,dr P suc,sr + P suc,dr P er,sr + P er,dr P suc,sr ).
The throughput of TW-NCCR is the average number of the packets from D to S, and from S to D. It is not only contributed by the number of the relay packets forwarded by R, but also by the relay packets forwarded by helpers. So, the throughput is calculated as
+ π r 1 P suc,dr + π r 2 P suc,sr + π r 3 (2P suc,sr P suc,dr +P er,sr P suc,dr +P suc,sr P er,dr ). (17) where the first four terms represent the throughput gained by helpers.
IV. ANALYTICAL AND SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we examine the performance of TW-NCCR, along with the comparison between TW-NCCR and TW-CR. Hereby, we assume that all transmission powers from S, D, R and H i are the same, represented by E i = E. We choose the link from S to R as the reference link, i.e., E[|h rs | 2 ] = 1.
At default, the packet length is set as N = 1024 bits, and the non-reciprocation packet generation rate at R is σ nr = 0.1. Consider two topologies, one is a symmetric setup and the other is an asymmetric setup. In the symmetric topology, we assume P suc,rs = P suc,rd = 2P suc,hs = 2P suc,hd , while in the asymmetric topology it is assumed P suc,rs = 2P suc,rd = 2P suc,hs = 2P suc,hd . Note that in the asymmetric setting only the relay is located asymmetrically, while the helpers are chosen with the demanding of symmetric locations. This is because the assignment of a relay is taken in a priori manner, while the chosen of helpers is flexible and is preferred if it treats the two source nodes equally. In the theoretical analysis of throughput above, we hypothesize that the buffer length of each node is infinite. While in Monte Carlo simulation analysis below, we take into consideration finite-length buffers for the purpose of comparison.
First we consider the case of the helper number N h = 2. Fig. 4(a) shows the throughput of the symmetric TW-NCCR networks, given different buffer lengths and P idle . We observe that the performance increases with buffer length and P idle . It is noted that, when SNR goes to large, the reliability of all links become stable, so the throughput performance goes saturation. Here, we average the outputs of 4000 time frames to obtain the simulation results, so it is feasible to regard the buffer of L = 10000 as infinite buffer. In the figure, the numerical results match up with the simulation results of infinite buffer, so the theoretic analysis given in Section III is verified. Fig. 4(b) shows the performance corresponding to the asymmetric setting. Similarly, the throughput performance increases with buffer length and P idle , and the simulation results verify the theoretic analysis. It also shows that the asymmetric TW-NCCR network has worse performance than the symmetric counterpart, which is understandable because it has low probability to form a XOR relay packet at the relay node.
Then we investigate the impact of helper number N h on the throughput performance of TW-NCCR and TW-CR. Here, it is assumed that the buffer length of the relay is infinite and P idle = 0.5.
In the symmetric networks, as shown in Fig. 5(a) , the superiority of TW-NCCR over TW-CR is more remarkable when the number of helpers N h is small, such as N h = 1. In this case, the throughput of TW-NCCR is 1.5 while the one for TW-CR is 1. Compared to TW-CR, TW-NCCR only needs less helpers to forward two relay packets, so it has better performance for the networks with less helpers. When N h increases, such as N h = 10, TW-CR has almost the same performance as TW-NCCR. It is because more helpers are almost surely able to forward successfully the two relay packets which are generated within the same time frame.
In the asymmetric networks shown in Fig. 5(b) , because of the requirement of the ACK messages from the relay node, helpers in the asymmetric networks have small chance to collect both relay packets, and thus cannot benefit much from the network coding operation. But TW-NCCR still has better performance than TW-CR, even though the improvement is small.
We next investigate the impact of weak helpers on the throughput performance of TW-NCCR and TW-CR. Weak helpers mean the links from the helpers to the source nodes are weak. Specifically, we examine a symmetric channel with P suc,rs = P suc,rd = 7P suc,hs = 7P suc,hd and a asymmetric channel with P suc,rs = 2P suc,rd = 7P suc,hs = 7P suc,hd . Fig. 6(a) shows that the performance of the symmetric channel given σ nr = 0.01. It shows that TW-NCCR is much better than TW-CR. The superiority of TW-NCCR is mainly due to the almost-surely successful relaying of the XOR-coded relay packet from the relay node while the helpers can contribute little. Interestingly, it shows that the performance of TW-NCCR decreases with N h . It is because more helpers incurs more time slots, which increase the number of non-reciprocation packets added to the buffer of the relay node, and thus consume more transmission capability of the relay node on non-reciprocation packets. Relatively, the transmission rate of the relay node on the relay packets is reduced. By comparison, more helpers can still improve the performance of TW-CR although the gap is marginal. Fig. 6(b) shows the performance of the asymmetric channel given σ nr = 0.01. It shows that even though the helpers are weak, they still improve the performance of both TW-NCCR and TW-CR. On the other hand, it demonstrates that given small σ nr TW-NCCR has more remarkable performance superiority than TW-CR.
Note that in the two-way relay network one frame is composed of N h + 3 time slots. Last but not least, we examine the throughput performance of TW-NCCR and TW-CR in terms of relay-packets per time slot. Fig. 7 shows the numerical throughput performance of TW-NCCR and TW-CR for different number of helpers given P suc,rs = 3P suc,rd = 2P suc,hs = 2P suc,hd , P idle = 0.8 and σ nr = 0.01. It demonstrates that, interestingly, the time-slotbased performance is improved with the number of helpers but not monotonically. More helpers may help forwarding the relay packets, but also increase the number of time slots per frame which reduces the throughput of relay packets. So there is a tradeoff between the number of helpers and the throughput improvement. The optimal number of helpers is an interesting open question.
The analysis above demonstrates that the TW-NCCR protocol is able to improve the throughput performance compared to the previously proposed TW-CR. In symmetric networks, the performance of TW-NCCR is dominated by the relay node while the helpers contribute little. But in asymmetric networks, the helpers can help improving the performance of the TW-NCCR no matter how weak the helpers are, especially when σ nr is small.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we study a TDMA-based cooperative MAC schemes for two-way two hop networks, which integrates the network coding technique, named as TW-NCCR. We have derived the throughput performance of the proposed scheme. The simulation and numerical results indicate that TW-NCCR provides superior performance compared to the previously-proposed TW-CR scheme, especially for the networks with symmetric transmission. We also identify the impact of helpers on the performance of TW-NCCR. In our analytical derivation, we assume that the buffer length of the relay node is infinite. In our ongoing work, we will derive the performance of finite buffer length.
APPENDIX A DERIVATION OF H JI
This section derives H ji , the transition probability due to the forwarding of helpers at TW-NCCR.
The event consists of three cases, which are a) all helpers are not idle, b) some helpers are idle but cannot receive the relay packet, and c) some idle helpers can buffer the relay packet but forward the packet unsuccessfully. Also, the event is the complementary of the event of i = 1, j = 0. So, it is obtained
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This event is similar to the event of i = 1, j = 0 except that the relay packet is from D, so
This event is the complementary of the event of i = 2, j = 0, so
This is the event in which i helpers (1 ≤ i ≤ N h ) are idle, j of them can buffer the relay packet from S and at least one helper forwarding the packet to D successfully, meanwhile k idle helpers can buffer the relay packet from D along with the relay packet being successfully forwarded to S. So,
This event is that i helpers are idle, j of them can buffer the relay packet from S, k idle helpers can buffer the relay packet from D, and only the relay packet from D can be forwarded successfully. Note that here we count from j = 0, but from k = 1. So,
This even is similar as the event of i = 3, j = 1 except that the successfully forwarded relay packet is from S. So,
As for this event, according to H 03 + H 13 + H 23 + H 33 = 1, we can easily obtain
APPENDIX B DERIVATION OF P JI
This section derives the state transition probability P ji associated with TW-NCCR.
Firstly, the transition probability from i = 1 to j = 1 is derived. This transition happens under two events. In the first event, R fails forwarding the relay packet from S. In the second event, R succeeds forwarding the relay packet while none non-reciprocation packet is generated during the same time frame, and none packet (including relay packet and nonreciprocation packet) is generated over the next n − 1 time frames, and during the next n-th time frame one relay packet from S is buffered at R. So, the transition probability is calculated by P 11 = P er,dr + P suc,dr 
where Q(i) is given by (8) .
The transition from i = 1 to j = 2 happens when R succeeds forwarding the relay packet while no packet (including relay packet and non-reciprocation packet) is generated since then until one relay packets from D is buffered at R during the next n-th time frame. So,
Similarly, the transition probability P 31 is given by
Finally, the transition from i = 1 to j ≥ 4 happens when R succeeds forwarding the relay packet, and afterwards no packet is buffered since then until none relay packet but (j−3) non-reciprocation packets are buffered at R during the next nth time frame. So the corresponding transition probability is P j1 = P suc,dr P nonR (j − 3) 1 − P nonR (0)Q(0) .
The state of i = 1 and the state of i = 2 are similar except that one relay packets is from S while the other relay packet is from D. So the derivation for the transition probability from i = 2 can be obtained by replacing S by D in (25) , (26), (27) and (28) . Directly, we have P 12 = P suc,sr P nonR (0)Q(1) 1 − P nonR (0)Q(0) ,
P 22 = P er,sr + P suc,sr P nonR (0)Q(2) 1 − P nonR (0)Q(0) ,
P 32 = P suc,sr P nonR (0)Q(3) 1 − P nonR (0)Q(0) ,
P j2 = P suc,sr P nonR (j − 3) 1 − P nonR (0)Q(0) .
J. i = 4
The state i = 4 corresponds to buffering one associated nonreciprocation packet at the first block. The transition from i = 4 to j = 1 happens when R succeeds transmitting the VOLUME 6, 2018
non-reciprocation packet, a relay packet from S is buffered during the n-th time frame while no packet is buffered over the n − 1 time frames. So P 14 = P suc non ,↑r 
Similarly,
and P 34 = P suc non ,↑r Q(3) 1 − P nonR (0)Q(0)
.
For P 44 , it happens under two cases. In the first case, R fails transmitting the unique non-reciprocation packet. In the second case, R succeeds transmitting the non-reciprocation packet, then a single non-reciprocation packet is buffered at the next n-th time frame while no packet is buffered over the intermediate n − 1 time frames. So P 44 = P er non ,↑r + P suc non ,↑r 
For j ≥ 5, it is similar to the second case of P 44 except that j − 3 associated non-reciprocation packets are buffered at the next n-th time frame, so P j4 = P suc non ,↑r 
